Abstract-In this paper we propose resource allocation schemes for TDMA/TDD based high performance link adaptable wireless LANs and examine their interrelation with user buffer. User rates are dynamically adjusted based on their distance from the access points and changes as user moves. We simulate three resource allocation policies namely Minimum Overhead Round Robin (MORR), which does not depend on user's buffer condition, Weighted Minimum Overhead Round Robin (WMORR) which is a function of user buffer as well as the waiting time for transmission opportunity and Weighted Round Robin (WRR) which is a function of user buffer only. We evaluate average buffer packet drop probability due to buffer overflow and average frame overhead in uplink phase of the TDMA/TDD frame. Our results show that the second adaptive resource allocation technique i.e. WMORR outperforms the other two.
INTRODUCTION
To cope with the different types of traffic and their QoS requirement, it is very important to divide total time in a TDMA frame i.e. bandwidth according to MTs needs. Hiperlan/2 standard developed by ETSI [1] defines fixed capacity and variable capacity request to allocate bandwidth for real time and non real time traffic. But it does not explain the bandwidth allocation scheme. In [2 -6] different kinds of resource allocation policies have been proposed and their performance studied. But in these studies the condition of buffers in the mobile terminals was not examined and also these studies were performed only for error free channel and with stationary mobile terminals.
In this paper we use three different techniques for resource allocation for buffer management and compare their performance for a link adaptable erroneous channel of a private WLAN. Our objective in this paper is to show that using allocation scheme packet loss due to buffer overflow can be reduced without affecting the efficiency. The paper is organized as follows. In section II proposed resource allocation algorithms are presented. Simulation results and conclusion are presented in section III and IV respectively.
II. RESOURCE ALLOCATION MECHANISM
One of the main functions of an AP is to organize the TDMA frame. Efficiency of the system depends on the allocation mechanism adopted by the AP. QoS provided by MT also depends on the allocation mechanism of AP. We simulate the system for three allocation schemes.
A. Minimum Overhead Round Robin (MORR)
In this scheme AP allocates equal capacity share to all active MTs. Whenever a MT is given transmission opportunity, it gets the opportunity to transmit up to the system capacity. If the MT does not have enough packets in buffer, frame is filled by packets of another MT. This process helps to reduce overhead of the system.
B. Weighted Minimum Overhead Round Robin (WMORR)
Using product of number of PDUs in the buffer and waiting time for transmission opportunity of MT an allocation mechanism is designed to give transmission opportunity to a MT waiting for long and that has highest number of packets in buffer. It is termed as MORR because whenever a MT is visited capacity is assigned up to the capacity of the network. Mathematically the buffer status and waiting time gives a matrix M. The AP compares and combines all such matrix of all MT and hence decides upon the capacity allocation to each MT.
C. Weighted Round Robin (WRR)
With this scheme, resource is allocated to MTs by using a look up table. Whenever a particular MT is visited transmission time equal to one PDU is allocated to it. A certain MT is visited again if time is left in fame provided that AP has completed its visit to all other MTs. The look up table for resource allocation is prepared using the addresses of the associated MTs and their weight. Weight of the MT is defined as the number of PDUs in the buffer of that MT. The look up table is rearranged and updated in every frame using buffer status of the MTs and MT with more weight is placed higher in the look up table. Basically this scheme works as Round Robin algorithm but only difference is that MTs are polled here as per their demand.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
We run a large number of iteration, equivalent to 200 seconds in real time, where each iteration represents one TDMA frame. We design our system to operate in metropolitan area. In our system mobile terminals can move freely inside the service area of the AP. Data rates of the mobile terminal are dynamically adjusted depending on the distance between access point and mobile terminal. To determine the data rate of a mobile terminal we use simulated PER vs C/N curve of [7] and consider 1% PER specification. We simulate two cases corresponds to fixed amount of data (1 PDU) and random amount of data (1 to 5 PDUs) generation per burst. In the both case we add average MAC data rate of each MT and divide by AP capacity to calculate the offered load. Fig.1 depicts the Probability of Buffer Overflow as a function of offered load. For fixed burst results show that using WMORR scheme system can support larger load without any overflow than other schems. This happens due to the reson user with higer buffer conjestion is given priority in the WMORR scheme. On the oher hand for random burst WRR outperforms WMORR and MORR as in WRR all the user is visited or scheduled for transmission in every TDMA frame in this scheme this helps to reduce overflow. Fig. 2 shows the Uplink Overhead Percentage as a function of offered load. For both fixed burst and random burst all the allocation policies show equal performance at low load as one TDMA frame can accommodate all user requirements. But at higher load for both fixed burst and random burst WMORR and MORR outperform the WRR scheme. As in WMORR and MORR schemes whenever a user is scheduled maximum capacity is assigned to it, which makes less number of user in the uplink frame i.e., less total frame overhead. On the other hand in the WRR scheme as all the user is scheduled for transmission in the TDMA frame overhead of all user add up and give a large overhead in the uplink phase. It is also important to note that for WMORR and MORR with the increase of system load frame overhead diminishingly becomes low. This low overhead at the higher load for these schemes indicates that the whole uplink frame is mostly occupied by data.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have evaluated probability of buffer overflow and average overhead in the uplink frame of an interconnected HiperLAN type 2 network for three resource allocation schemes. Our results for the fixed size burst show that the WMORR scheme performs better than the MORR scheme and performance of the WRR scheme is the worst. For the case of random size data burst we found that the WRR scheme has the lowest buffer overflow but has the highest overhead at higher load. On the other hand, the WMORR scheme has overhead similar to the MORR scheme but has lower overflow. Our results are also applicable to other high performance TDMA/TDD system such as WiMAX. 
